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Abstract: The suspension system is a significant part of a vehicle because it transmits the torque and
force between the wheels and the frame, meeting the requirements of ride comfort. In this paper,
a novel interconnected air suspension was introduced and a cooperative control between intercon-
nected mode activation (IMA) and outsourced mode activation (OMA) was designed. To improve
ride comfort in a bus at a minimal energy consumption, this cooperative control based on model
predictive control (MPC) for computing the best force and the rule was defined to distribute the best
suspension force generated by IMA and OMA. The simulation and experimental results showed that
the proposed control strategy significantly improved ride comfort in different conditions. Compared
with traditional control in the test vehicle, the RMS of the front-left sprung mass and unsprung
vertical acceleration decreased by 24.2% and 14.5%, respectively, under a straight condition; the RMS
of the sprung (unsprung) mass vertical acceleration reduced by 22.38% and 15.43%, respectively,
under a bump condition.

Keywords: interconnected air suspension; model predictive control; cooperative control; ride comfort;
interconnected mode

1. Introduction

The suspension system is the transmission device connecting the wheels and the body,
and mainly undertakes the sprung mass and ensures good contact between the tires and the
road, as well as reducing uneven excitation from the road surface [1,2]. Air suspension is a
typical semi-active suspension, which has the characteristics of variable stiffness and low
vibration frequency, which can effectively improve vehicle handling and ride comfort [3].
Researchers have studied roll [4], pitch [5], elimination torsion [6], and stability [7] in the air
suspension field. Moreover, air suspension consumes less energy than active suspension.
Air suspension is considered to have broad application prospects [8].

Interconnected air suspension (IAS) is developed by using pipes to connect the air
springs in a suspension system. There is an excellent performance in vibration isolation
and adjusting the pitch and roll stiffness by switching the interconnected modes of the IAS.
To improve vehicle performance, some scholars carried out several control strategies in ISA
and received good results. Sun et al. [9] proposed a cooperative control strategy based on
interconnection state logic switching and game control of distributed damping. The result
showed that this coordinated system can significantly improve ride comfort and restrain the
pitching motion. Hossein Nazemian et al. [10] developed an optimized hybrid fuzzy-PID to
control the height and roll angle in a novel interconnected air suspension system. The result
showed that the roll angle is improved compared with a passive case and conventional
configuration. Kai Cao et al. [11] designed a PID transverse interconnected electronic
control air suspension system controller based on a seeker optimization algorithm. The
research result showed that the proposed control strategy effectively improved ride comfort
and operation stability of the vehicle. However, there is little research on the cooperative
control of outsourced mode activation (OMA) and interconnected mode activation (IMA).
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It is difficult to define an effective rule to avoid charging and discharging gas at the same in
one spring when the OMA and IMA work at the same time.

Compared with the above control strategies, MPC has advantages against the limi-
tation from the process dead-time, nonminimum phase, and process dynamic due to the
predictions over the future horizon [12]. When it comes to activation saturation control
problems, MPC allows explicit taking into account of the effect of input and state constraints
in the control design step [13]. MPC has been successfully implemented on a large number
of industrial processes [14,15]. Some scholars designed an MPC approach for semi-active
suspension systems. Nguyen et al. [16] proposed MPC, which gave a trade-off between
ride comfort and road holding while guaranteeing physical constraints of the semi-active
dampers in the suspension system. Simulation results showed the effectiveness of the
proposed approach. Hu et al. [17] multiplexed an MPC controller integrated with soft
constraints, and a Kalman filter is proposed based on a full-car model. The results show
that the overall performance of ride comfort and roadholding could be improved signifi-
cantly. Yang et al. [18] presented MPC of a new semiactive hydro-pneumatic inerter-based
suspension system. The results of the numerical simulations and experiments verify the
effectiveness of the control method.

To further improve IAS performance, the cooperative between OMA and IMA was
designed. A controller based on MPC theory was designed to compute the best suspension.
Simultaneously, the rule is defined to distribute the best suspension force between IMA and
OMA. The effectiveness of the proposed cooperative control strategy is examined through
simulation and vehicle tests.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the model of the
system is introduced. The controller based on MPC theory is designed, and the simulation
results are presented in Section 3. The vehicle test results are discussed in Section 4 before
the paper is concluded in Section 5.

2. The Modeling of the System
2.1. Interconnected Air Suspension Development

A novel IAS, which is introduced in this paper, consists of OMA and four-corner IMA.
IAS configuration is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Interconnected air spring system configuration. (a) The configuration and working principle
of outsourced mode activation. (b) The configuration and working principle of interconnected
mode activation.

In Figure 1a, the OMA is composed of pipelines of a charging and discharging solenoid
valve, compressor, and high-pressure tank. The ECU controls working duration of the
OMA by opening or closing the solenoid valves for charging and discharging.
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In Figure 1b, the IMA is composed of four air springs, four solenoid valves, and
interconnected pipelines. The ECU changes the interconnection mode of the ISA by opening
or closing the solenoid valves in the pipeline. When all solenoid valves are closed, air
suspension is non-interconnected; when all solenoid valves are opened, air suspension
is four-corner-interconnected; when the solenoid valve-Front and solenoid valve-Rear
are opened and solenoid valve-Left solenoid valve and solenoid valve-Right are closed,
air suspension is lateral interconnected; when solenoid valve-Left and solenoid valve-
Right are open and solenoid valved-Front and solenoid valve-Rear are closed, air spring is
longitudinal interconnected.

2.2. Full-Vehicle Vertical Model

The vehicle is modeled based on the moving vehicle coordinate system, XYZ, which
is attached at the center of gravity (CG) and aligned in principal directions. The full-
vehicle vehicle model is simplified to seven degrees of freedom (7-DOF): vertical motions
of four wheels, the roll motion, pitch motion, and vertical motion of sprung mass. The
7-DOF structure of the full-vehicle physical model shown in Figure 2 has been verified
by testing [6].
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Here, Ms is the sprung mass; Zs is vertical displacement at the center of gravity; Ir
and Ip denote roll and pitch moments of inertia, respectively; θ and ϕ are the roll angle
and pitch angle of the vehicle body, respectively; lf and lr are the distances between the
center of gravity to the front and the rear axis; Bf and Br are treads of front and rear wheels,
respectively; the front and rear unsprung masses on the right and left sides, respectively, are
denoted by Mufl, Mufr, Murl, and Murr; Zufl, Zufr, Zurl, and Zurr are the vertical displacements
of the four wheels; Kt denotes the tire stiffness of the wheels; qfl, qfr, qrl and qrr are road
roughness displacements; Aefl, Aefr, Aerl, and Aerr are effective areas of four air suspensions;
cufl, cufr, curl, and curr are the damping coefficients of four suspensions.

Thus, the 7-DOF model of the full-vehicle dynamic model is written as follows

Ms
..
Zs = Ffl + Ffr + Frl + Frr

Ir
..
θ = (Ffl − Ffr)

Bf
2 + (Frl − Frr)

Br
2

Ip
..
ϕ = (Ffl + Ffr)lf − (Frl + Frr)lr

Mufl
..
Zufl = Kt(Ztfl − qfl)− Ffl

Mufr
..
Zufr = Kt(Ztfr − qfr)− Ffr

Murl
..
Zl = Kt(Ztrl − qrl)− Frl

Murr
..
Zurr = Kt(Ztrr − qrr)− Frr

(1)
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in which 
f dfl = Zs − Zufl − lf ϕ + 0.5θBf
f dfr = Zs − Zufr − lf ϕ− 0.5θBf
f drl = Zs − Zurl + lr ϕ + 0.5θBr
f drr = Zs − Zurr + lr ϕ− 0.5θBr

(2)

where, fdfl, fdfr, fdrl, and fdrr are the suspension dynamic travels of the four suspen-
sions. Ffl, Ffr, Frl, and Frr are suspension forces which consist of damping force and air
suspension force.

The parameters of these equations are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters of the vehicle model.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Ms (kg) 4500 lr (mm) 1270
Mufl, Mufr (kg) 300 Kt (kN/m) 210
Murl, Murr (kg) 500 Bf (mm) 1665

Ir (kg·m2) 3757 Br (mm) 1525
Ip (kg·m2) 7391 cufl, cufr, curl, curr (N·s/m) 2600

lf (mm) 2665 Aefl, Aefr, Aerl, Aerr (m2) 0.03

3. Cooperative Control Design Based on MPC
3.1. MPC Controller Design

There are outstanding advantages, applying MPC theory, in dealing with the opti-
mization problem with constraints in a finite time domain, so it has numerous applications
in the field of suspension control [13]. The MPC controller flow chart of the whole control
system is shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3, a cooperative control strategy using MPC theory
is designed based on the linear full-vehicle vertical model to compute the best suspension
force. Then, the rule is defined to distribute the best suspension force between IMA and
OMA. Finally, the generated suspension force is fed back to the system. x̂ is the estimated
value of vehicle state variables; y(t) is system output.
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The nonlinear characteristic in the established model makes the controller more com-
plicated and reduces computational efficiency. Thus, it is necessary to linearize to meet
the requirements of the high real-time application scenarios of suspension control. When
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the solenoid valves in the OMA and IMA are turned off, the full-vehicle linear state space
equation is written as: { .

x(t) = Ax(t) + Buu(t) + Bωω(t)
y(t) = Cx(t) + Duu(t) + Dωω(t)

(3)

The state vector is defined as follows:
x = [Zs,

.
Zs, θ,

.
θ, ϕ,

.
ϕ, Zufl,

.
Zufl, Zufr,

.
Zufr, Zurl,

.
Zurl, Zurr,

.
Zurr]T

The input vector is defined as follows:
U = [ufl, ufr, Frl, Frr]T; ω= [qfl, qfr, qrl, qrr]T

The output vector is defined as follows:
Y = [

..
Zsfl,

..
Zsfr,

..
Zsrl,

..
Zsrr,

..
Zufl,

..
Zufr,

..
Zurl,

..
Zurr, f dfl, f dfr, f drl, f drr]

T.

where ufl, ufr, url, and urr are the suspension control force. A, Bu, B, C, Du are corresponding
Jacobian matrices. Bω, Dω are disturbance matrixes.

When the IMA and OMA work, the pressure change in the air spring is linearized,
cited by [19] { .

Pi = Aiqi.
qi = AiP + Biqi

(4)

For IMA, i = I, matrix
.
PI =

[ .
PIfl,

.
PIfr,

.
PIrl,

.
PIrr

]T
represents the pressure change rate

of the front-left (FL), front-right (FR), rear-left (RL), and rear-right (RR) air springs due
to IMA; matrix P is the current pressure in the FL, FR, RL, and RR air spring; matrix
.
qI =

[ .
qIfl,

.
qIfr,

.
qIrl,

.
qIrr
]T represents the total gas mass flow change of the FL, FR, RL,

and RR air springs; ApI, Bp, AqI, and BqI are the corresponding state matrixes. In OMA,

i = H, matrix
.
Po =

[ .
PHfl,

.
PHfr,

.
PHrl,

.
PHrr,

.
Pt

]T
refer to the pressure change rate of FL, FR,

RL, and RR air springs and high-pressure tanks; q =
[
Po + Bpx, Pt, Pa

]T are the current
pressure of air springs, high-pressure tank pressure, and atmospheric pressure, respectively.

The existing continuous-time state equation is discretized by the sample time Ts and
the zero-order holder considering MPC used to solve the optimization problem in the
discrete-time domain. The discretized equation of state is described as{

x[k + 1] = Adx[k] + Bduu[k] + Bdωω[k]
y[k] = Cdx[k] + Dduu[k] + Ddωω[k]

(5)

in which
Ad = eATs = L−1

{
(sI−A)−1

}
t=Ts[

Bdu
Bdω

]
=

(∫ Ts

τ=0
eAτdτ

)[
Bu
Bω

]
= A−1(Ad − I)

[
Bu
Bω

]
Cd = C

Dd = D

The standard form of MPC controller cost function is obtained as

J =
N

∑
i=1

(
y(k + i)− yre f (k + i)

)T
Qi

(
y(k + i)− yre f (k + i)

)
+

N−1

∑
0

u(k + i)T Pi(u(k + i)) (6)

in which Qi and Riare symmetric and positive definite weighting matrices. Matrix Qi is
chosen to minimize sprung mass vertical acceleration of the vehicle

[ ..
Zsfl,

..
Zsfr,

..
Zsrl,

..
Zsrr

]
, the

suspension dynamic travels [Zsfl − Zufl, Zsfr − Zufr, Zsrl − Zurl, Zsrr − Zurr], and the vertical
displacements of the four tires [Zufl − qfl, Zufr − qfr, Zurl − qrl, Zurr − qrr]; matrix Ri is the
weight of demanded energy; yref is the reference signal.
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In the real system, suspension dynamic travels and suspension control forces u,
which are generated by IMA and OMA, are limited by physical restrictions. These con-
straints in MPC controller ensure that the optimal control quantity is within the range of
suspension capacity.

The suspension control force of four air springs UIi in IMA are constrained as{
0 ≤ UIi ≤ ∆PIi[k]Aei qi[k] ≥ 0
∆PIi[k]Aei ≤ UIi ≤ 0 qi[k] < 0

(7)

where ∆PIi[k] (i = fl, fr, rl, rr) are air pressure change values generated by IMA in k sampling
time; qi[k] (i = fl, fr, rl, rr) are air mass flows of air springs in k sampling time.

Moreover, this is expressed as a standard form:{
RIuI ≤ CIc1(x) CIsk ≤ 0
RIuI ≤ CIc2(x) CIsk > 0

(8)

The suspension control forces of four air springs Uoi in OMAs are constrained as

∆Pdi[k]Aei ≤ Uoi ≤ ∆Pci[k]Aei (9)

in which ∆Poi[k] (i = fl, fr, rl, rr) represent four air spring pressure change values changed
by OMA.

Equation (9) is transformed into the matrix form similarly.

Rouo ≤ Coc(u) (10)

Combining the above-mentioned suspension control force constraint, the constraint
of the full-vehicle control quantity u is expressed as their intersection. The constraints of
suspension dynamic travel are set as

f ddown
i ≤ f di ≤ f dup

i (11)

where f ddown
i are suspension compression travel limits; f dup

i are suspension stretch
travel limits.

The constraints of suspension dynamic travel are described by matrix forms:

Cxγ ≤ b (12)

Finally, the optimization problem is described as

min
u

(J)

s.t.

xk+1 = Adxk + Bduuk + Bdωωk (13)

Cxγ ≤ b

u ∈ U, U = (8) ∧ (10)

This optimization problem is transformed into a QP (Quadratic Program) problem
and is solved by the most typical methods such as the positive set method and interior
point method.

3.2. Rule of Best Suspension Force Distribution for IMA and OMA

Although the effect of the equivalent suspension force generated by IMA and OMA
on the full-vehicle systems is the same, the consumption of the equivalent suspension force
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generated by them is completely different. The objective of this section is to minimize the
action cost and energy consumption of the control system.

As the power of the interconnected solenoid valve is set as EI W, the action cost of the
IMA in each sampling interval is set as

JI(tIi) =
4

∑
i=1

∫ ti

0
EIdt = EI

4

∑
i=1

tIi (14)

where tIi (i = fl, fr, rl, rr) represents the solenoid valves’ operating time in the four intercon-
nected pipelines.

In the sampling interval, the total action cost of the OMA is expressed as

Jo(tci, tdi) = Jov(tci, tdi) + Joa(tci, tdi) (15)

in which Jov refers to the energy consumption of the charging and discharging solenoid
valves. Joa relates to the cost of the OMA used to alter the gas quality in the air spring
during charging and discharging.

The power of the charging and discharge solenoid valve is set as EoW, and the action
cost of the OMA during each sampling interval is

Jov(tci, tdi) =
4

∑
i=1

(∫ tci

0
Eodt +

∫ tdi

0
Eodt

)
= Eo·

4

∑
i=1

(tci + tdi) (16)

There is no possibility of charging and discharging simultaneously.

tci·tdi = 0 (17)

During the charging process, in addition to the energy consumed by the charging
and discharging solenoid valves, the gas filled into the air spring is compressed by an air
compressor into the high-pressure tank. The air compressor supplements the high-pressure
tank with the same quality of gas through the atmosphere when OMA fills the air spring
with a certain quality of gas, shown as follows:

JOa(tci, tdi) =
4

∑
i=1
{Kc·qci[k]·tci + Kd·qdi[k]·tdi} (18)

As cited in [6], Kc and Kd are coefficients.
The energy consumption cost of the control system is

JE = JI + Jo (19)

In the case of a minimal sampling interval, the system is regarded as quasi-static
within the sampling interval. Regardless of the controllable structure that provides the
best suspension force, the effect of suspension force on the whole vehicle system remains
constant. Thus, the change in energy consumption cost with the force generated by each
agent is a monotonically increasing function. On the basis of the above assumptions, a best
suspension force distribution method is proposed.

∆Ji = Gi(F, ∆F) (20)

In order to reduce the internal air pressure difference for each air spring, it is necessary
to further divide the responsibilities of IMA and OMA.

In case the target can be approached through IMA, it can be divided into three cate-
gories. Three categories of pressure in the air suspension are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Three categories of pressure in the air suspension.

Number Case

1 The target pressure cannot be achieved.

2 The low-pressure air spring reaches the target pressure first, while the high-pressure air spring
must continue discharging to reach the target pressure.

3 The air spring on the high-pressure side reaches the target air pressure first, while the air
spring on the low-pressure side needs to inflate further to reach the target air pressure.

For the two cases of 2 and 3, the IMA should be stopped and needs further discussion
when one side reaches the target pressure. In the case of situation 2, if the air spring on
the low-pressure side reaches the target pressure, the IMA will be immediately stopped.
The OMA must discharge gas the air spring at the high-pressure side. Obviously, the
energy consumption cost of the OMA is increased. In this case, the energy consumption
cost of the air spring at the high-pressure side discharge to the target air pressure is set as
JH0d, according to the current cost of bleeding the air spring on the high-pressure side to
achieve the target air pressure. If the pressure balance interconnection on two sides of the
interconnection pipeline is closed when the air spring on the low-pressure side reaches the
target air pressure, it follows that the low-pressure air spring must be deflated by the OMA
to achieve the target air pressure. Moreover, the air spring on the high-pressure side may
be charged and discharged by OMA. The energy consumption of adjusting the air spring
pressure at the high-pressure and low-pressure sides to the target pressure are set as JHd
and JLd, respectively. This is due to the time required for IMA. At this point, the problem
becomes comparing the size of JH0d and JHd + JLd.

In the above discussion, the initial state and the end state of the two interconnected
air springs are fixed. In other words, in case 2, IMA composed of two air springs must
discharge a certain amount of gas to ensure a terminal state. It has nothing to do with the
process, therefore JH0d = JHd + JLd. However, since the continued IMA consumes a certain
amount of energy, as soon as the air spring on the low-pressure side reaches the target
pressure in case 2, the IMA shall be immediately disconnected, as in case 3. In Figure 4, we
see the selection of actions under different states for the IMA and OMA.
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Figure 4. Action of solenoid valves in interconnected mode activation by judging different pressure
condition in two-side of interconnected air suspension. In which, ∆P (L, H) represents the pressure
difference between the high- and low-pressure sides; L represents low-pressure side; H represents
high-pressure; ↑ represents increasing pressure; ↓ represents decreasing pressure;

√
represents

reaching targeted pressure.
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The discussion above clarifies the differing responsibilities of IMA and OMA, both
of which are capable of modifying air spring pressure. Figure 4 also serves as a constraint
for the calculation of energy costs in IMA, if interconnection can be turned on at this time.
Afterward, the energy consumption cost can be computed normally; if the interconnection
should be closed at this time, the energy consumption cost is set to positive infinity. Ac-
cordingly, if suspension control force u is discretized into k parts, the energy consumption
costs of the OMA and the IMA control are expressed as follows:

Jk
i = Gi

(
Fk

opt

)
(21)

It is evident that the control unit that consumes the least energy is selected to generate
this portion of suspension force, namely,

i∗k = min
i

Jk
i (22)

The control unit corresponding to the best suspension of each part can be obtained
from Equation (23) when k gradually increases from 1 to n. Accordingly, the force generated
for each control system is

Fsi =
n

∑
k=1

Fk
si (23)

in which

Fk
si =

{
Fk

opt i = i∗

0 i 6= i∗
(24)

The specific calculation process for an optimal distribution of suspension force in-
crement with optimal energy consumption is shown in Algorithm 1. In other words, the
nonlinear optimization with constraints is simplified to N times energy consumption cost
calculation, comparison, and summation calculation through discretization, which not
only reduces the calculation effort, but also ensures the lowest energy consumption costs
under certain conditions. Normally, as N increases, the more accurate the distribution of
force produced by the control system will be obtained, but at the same time, the amount of
calculation will also increase proportionately.

Algorithm 1. Procedure for best suspension force distribution with minimal energy consumption.

1. Initialize Fi = 0
2. For k← 1 to n do
3. If ∀Jk

i 6= ∞∀Jk
i 6= ∞

4. i∗ = min
i

Jk
i

5. Fsi∗ = Fsi∗ + Fk
opt

Return FI, FO

4. Simulation Analysis

MATLAB/Simulink is usually used to simulate the designed controller. The simula-
tion is conducted under the case of C-level and a driving velocity of 20 m/s to examine the
effectiveness of the control algorithm. In this simulation, the suspension dynamic travels
are set as ±60 mm. Furthermore, the predict step size is set as 30, the control step size
is set as 10, and the sampling time Ts is 0.01 s. To test the advantages of the proposed
cooperative control strategy, the traditional controller is introduced for comparison. In the
traditional controller, PID-PWM control strategy and imitated skyhook control strategy [20]
are adopted, respectively, in the OMAs and IMAs. The model of imitated sky-hook inter-
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connected mode control is shown in Figure 5. The rule of imitating sky-hook interconnected
mode control is degenerated into [20]:

Interconnecting state =

{
Off τ(τ − τt) > 0
On τ(τ − τt) ≤ 0

(25)
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Figure 5. The model of imitated sky-hook interconnected mode control.

In the current sampling time of vehicle state, the suspension forces generated by the
OMAs and the IMAs are computed, respectively, combining with the above best suspension
force and the method which computes activation actions in Section 3.

The states of interconnected mode activation are illustrated in Figure 6. Pressure
changes caused by interconnected mode activation in four air suspensions are shown
in Figure 6a, best suspension forces generated by interconnected mode activation are
illustrated in Figure 6b and solenoid valve actions in interconnected mode activation are
shown in Figure 6c.
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As shown in Figure 6a,b, pressure changes and best suspension caused by intercon-
nected mode activation in four air suspensions has relevance. When the force of one air
spring decreases due to interconnection, the spring force of one air spring connected with
it must increase. Figure 6c shows that the solenoid valves which were acted upon by
cooperative controller works.

The states of outsourced mode activation are illustrated in Figure 7. Solenoid valve
actions during inflation in outsourced mode activation are shown in Figure 7a, solenoid
valve actions during deflation in outsourced mode activation are illustrated in Figure 7b,
and best suspension forces generated by outsourced mode activation are shown in Figure 7c.
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Figure 7. Outsourced mode activation state. (a) Solenoid valve actions during inflation in OMA.
(b) Solenoid valve actions during deflation in OMA. (c) Best suspension forces generated by OMA.

As shown in Figure 7a,b, solenoid valve actions during inflation and deflation in
outsourced mode activation works well. Figure 7c shows that the best suspension caused
by outsourced mode activation has no relevance because the outsourced mode connects to
the atmosphere. It not only deflates but also inflates due to the forces have no relevance.

It has been verified in Figures 6 and 7 that the proposed cooperative works effectively.
To test ride comfort performance in the full-vehicle, simulation cases were designed ranged
from A-level to E-level road in velocities of 30 m/s, respectively.

The performances of cooperative control and traditional control in different cases are
shown in Figure 8.

Vehicle ride comfort is a significant index to evaluate vehicle performance [21]. The
evaluation indices the root-mean-square value of the sprung mass acceleration (RMSAms)
and root-mean-square value of the tire dynamic (RMSfmu) are chosen to represent vehicle
ride comfort. It is known that a lower value indicates better performance [21]. As shown in
Figure 8a, RMSAms reduced 21.18% under E-level road and at most 76.04% under A-level
road. RMSfmu reduced 13.18% under E-level road and at most 65.73% under A-level road,
as shown in Figure 8b. It is concluded that proposed cooperative control has higher
improvement of performance in the better road condition in Figure 8c. The reason is that
the best suspension output in the cooperative controller increases with the increase in road
excitation amplitude. It is possible that OMA and IMA cannot generate the maximum
suspension force required by the controller due to the error of linear model. Therefore, the
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improvement reduced under the higher-level road. At the other side, the performance being
improved in all working condition indicates that the constraints set in the MPC works.
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Figure 8. Performance comparisons between traditional and cooperative control at 30 m·s−1.
(a) Comparison of RMSAms between traditional control and cooperative control. (b) Comparison of
RMSfmu between traditional control and cooperative control. (c) Improvement rate of RMSAms and
RMSfmu under different road level.

5. Vehicle Test

To examine the proposed cooperative control strategy, experiments are performed
with a test vehicle shown in Figure 9. The test vehicle is a medium-sized bus produced by
Nanjing Golden Dragon Bus Co., Ltd. (Nanjing, China). The specification of acceleration
sensor is shown in Table 3. The sprung mass acceleration sensors are installed near the
upper cover plates of the four air springs, respectively, and unsprung mass acceleration
sensors are set at the lower cover plates of the four air springs, respectively. In the MPC
controller solution process, the controller requires the values of all state variables of the
current system to make predictions. In this paper, a Kalman observer cited by [22] is
designed to estimate the state variables of the system. Raspberry Pi (RPi) 3B+ is used as the
controller hardware of the vehicle test, which is connected to MATLAB/Simulink through
the hardware support package. The designed cooperative control designed in Section 3
is stored in MATLAB/Simulink. The signal of sensors uploads to computer for saving
in real-time. The test procedure follows the national test standard in China [23] and the
velocity is 30 km/h.

The sprung mass acceleration and unsprung mass acceleration of cooperative and
traditional control under straight working condition are illustrated in Figure 10. As illus-
trated in Figure 10, the RMS of the sprung mass vertical acceleration of cooperative control
reduced by 24.2% compared with the traditional control (0.4661 m/s2 and 0.7086 m/s2,
respectively). The RMS of the unsprung mass vertical acceleration reduced by 14.5%
(1.8928 m/s2 and 2.2127 m/s2, respectively).
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Table 3. Specification of acceleration sensor.

Specification Value

Product type MMA8451Q
Working voltage 1.95 v~3.6 v

Output frequency 1.65~800 Hz
Maximum operating temperature +85C

Protocol I2C
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Figure 10. Comparison of cooperative control and traditional control under straight condition.
(a) Front-left sprung mass vertical acceleration. (b) Front-left unsprung mass vertical acceleration.

The sprung mass acceleration and unsprung mass acceleration of cooperative and
traditional control under bump working condition are illustrated in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Comparison of cooperative and traditional control under bump condition. (a) Front-left
sprung mass vertical acceleration. (b) Front-left unsprung mass vertical acceleration.

As shown in Figure 11, the RMS of the sprung (unsprung) mass acceleration are
1.1694 m/s2 (3.9133 m/s2) and 1.4311 m/s2 (4.6275 m/s2), respectively, in the cooperative
controller and non-cooperative controller. These indexes reduced by 22.38% and 15.43%,
respectively.

6. Conclusions

To improve ride comfort in a bus with interconnected air suspension by a minimal
energy cost, this paper focuses on cooperative control considering energy consumption
between OMA and IMA. Both simulated and experimental results show that proposed
cooperative control strategies can significantly improve the performance of ride comfort:

1. A model predictive controller is designed to obtain best suspension force. Simultaneously,
the rule is defined to distribute the best suspension force between IMA and OMA.

2. The simulation results show that the indexes of ride comfort including sprung mass
acceleration and tire dynamic load in the cooperative controller are significantly
improved compared with non-cooperative controller under different road levels.

3. The vehicle on-road test verified that the designed cooperative controller improved
the ride comfort, especially, the RMS of the sprung mass acceleration of cooperative
control reduced by 24.2% compared with the traditional control (0.4661 m/s2 and
0.7086 m/s2, respectively), and the RMS of the unsprung mass acceleration reduced
by 14.5% (1.8928 m/s2 and 2.2127 m/s2, respectively) under the straight working
condition. Under the bump condition, the RMS of the sprung (unsprung) mass
acceleration are 1.1694 m/s2 (3.9133 m/s2) and 1.4311 m/s2 (4.6275 m/s2), respectively,
in the cooperative controller and traditional controller. The indexes reduced by 22.38%
and 15.43%, respectively. The experimental results show that the proposed control
strategy not only makes the IMA and OMA work effectively, but also the ride comfort
under different working conditions has significantly improved.

The simulation and vehicle on-road test results show that the proposed cooperative
control is feasible. Therefore, it is believed that the proposed cooperative control has a
wonderful application in the bus to improve vehicle ride comfort. In following works, the
cooperative control used in controllable structures will be explored further.
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